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invites you to 

“Key Factors of Success” 
conference 

/New Gallery, 8:30 am/

&
“Czech 100 Best” 
gala evening & 

award ceremony
/Spanish Hall, 6:00 pm/

Registration 
form available at

www.comenius.cz

Guess who's coming to dinner 

ČEZ's decision to award a nuclear-fuel contract to Tvel of Rus-
sia will take on added significance if an "atomic" grand coali-
tion succeeds in nuking the current government's agreed ban 

on more reactors. With Tvel and Gazprom-owned Škoda JS 
already on the inside at Temelín, they and their comrades in 

the new Rosatom state monopoly will be the shoo-ins to build 
and supply the new reactors. ČSSD and part of ODS want to 

increase the CR's energy independence, but the reality will be 
the opposite: The CR will be wholly dependent for its added 

nuclear capacity on Rosatom. The Russians will of course 
need a strong point man on the deal, so it's convenient that Jiří 
Borovec will soon be available. He worked with the Russians 
at Škoda JS and then followed Martin Roman to ČEZ. Togeth-
er, they've carefully orchestrated this creeping Russian inva-
sion. By the time it's over, many Czechs will feel - as the Rus-
sians say - that the uninvited guests are worse than a Tartar.
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Glossary
Guess who's coming to dinner - the name of a famous 1967 movie, and an expression suggesting an unpleasant surprise; to nuke something - to get rid of it, destroy it; Rosatom - legislation in the Russian Parliament would create a nuclear entity of the equivalent of Gazprom in the gas sector; shoo-in - the favorite to win a competition or election; point man - the person at the forefront of an activity; Jiří Borovec - recently resigned as chief production officer of ČEZ; Martin Roman - CEO of ČEZ, before joining ČEZ he sold Škoda JS (nuclear engineeng) to the Russians.


